Adopter Signature: ________________________
Adoption #: ______________________________
Petplan Trial #: ___________________________

30-Day Free Pet Insurance Policy for newly adopted pets
What you need to know to activate your pet’s free insurance policy!
Congratulations on the adoption of your new pet. With your adoption, you are receiving a certificate for a
free comprehensive 30-day pet insurance policy as a gift from DogsXL Rescue. This free policy is
provided to you through Petplan pet insurance, America’s favorite and our preferred pet insurance
provider, and is for non-routine medical care.
We encourage you to see a local veterinarian as soon as possible for a routine wellness examination for
your new pet. This is an important part of ensuring a lifetime of well-care for your new pet with a licensed
& qualified veterinarian. The quicker you see your local veterinarian for a comprehensive wellness exam,
the earlier your 30-day free policy can be put in effect.
After your initial veterinary visit where your veterinarian will complete a comprehensive medical exam and
sign the attached certificate, you must activate the policy online at trypetplanfree.com or by calling Petplan
directly by 11:59 p.m. on the day following your pet’s wellness exam. The simple instructions and Trial #
for activation are on the attached certificate.
Your 30-Day Petplan policy will reimburse you for up to $1,000 in medical expenses at an 80%
reimbursement rate and with a $100 deductible per condition. Your Petplan policy can be used at any
veterinarian in the US and Canada. If your pet gets sick or is injured, you will pay the veterinarian as
usual and submit your claim to Petplan for reimbursement.
This policy does not cover routine care such as vaccinations, spay, neuter, etc. It also does not cover preexisting conditions noted in your new pet’s medical records prior to activation of the policy.
Petplan makes it easy for you to ensure continuous coverage of your new pet. Just reply to the
communications you receive from Petplan to get a no obligation quote and proceed to upgrade to a full
annual policy by clicking on the web links provided or by calling Petplan directly.
We wish you and your new pet the very best for a long and healthy life together. To that end, pet
insurance can be an inexpensive way to plan for the unexpected and unbudgetable medical expenses
your new pet will incur over its lifetime.

Petplan pet insurance:
Toll Free: 1-866-467-3875

M-F 8:00a-10:30p, Sat. 8:30a-8:30p, Sun. 10:00a-6:00p Eastern Time

